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US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures tick higher after a late-day selloff on Tuesday. The big news
this morning is semiconductor stocks catching a bounce after Intel announced plans to spend $20 billion on
US chip plants. Nvidia, AMD, LRCX, Qualcomm, etc. are up in sympathy. We continue to observe the tug of war
between growth and value stocks. Will value stocks give back their recent outperformance? It’s worth noting
the Russell 2000 (small-cap stocks) is completing its strongest period of outperformance versus the S&P 500
since March of 2000 (via Datatrek). The Russell is +117% in the last year vs. a 75% gain for the S&P. A traffic
jam at the Suez Canal has been rectified and shipping should resume soon. Best headline I saw this morning
was more than 25% of the US population has received at least one vaccine shot. Plenty of economic data on
tap today. February durable goods (8:30 am), crude inventories (10:30 am), and Powell/Yellen testimony (10
am). Gamestop is -15% after earnings. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +11.60, 10-Yr Yield: 1.622%.
CORE Headlines:
 Inflation will hit 2.5% this year and not fall much in 2022, which the Federal Reserve should welcome
as a way to reaffirm the central bank's inflation target, St. Louis Federal Reserve Bank President
James Bullard said on Tuesday.-Reuters
 Indiana will remove all business restrictions and mask mandate beginning April 6.-ABC
 China only purchased 33% of goods under the phase-one trade deal.-Bberg (Xi didn’t live up to his end
of the bargain. I’m shocked. Maybe the WHO can investigate this too.)
 Honda (HMC) aiming to extend production suspensions at some plants in North America through next
week.-Reuters
 Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV) is against gun control bills, which require 60 votes in Senate to pass.-CNN
 Several of San Francisco Bay Area's largest technology companies including Twitter and Google plan
to keep their offices largely closed for months more despite the government allowing them on
Tuesday to be opened in a limited capacity.-Reuters
 Tesla customers can now buy its electric vehicles with bitcoin, its boss, Elon Musk, said on Wednesday,
marking a significant step forward for the cryptocurrency's use in commerce.-Reuters (Seems like
Musk is “jumping the shark” to me. Here is the definition for the younger crowd https://bit.ly/3shA2Kn
)
 AZN said it would update and reissue later this week efficacy data from human trials of its Covid-19
vaccine after US officials publicly questioned their accuracy—the latest misstep by the BritishSwedish drug giant as it struggles to get its shot used in America.-WSJ
 In an interview, postmaster general Louis DeJoy talks about his plan to improve reliability and
modernize operations, which hinges on legislation to ease the burden of retiree benefits and allow
spending to better capitalize on the growth of e-commerce.-WSJ
 North Korea launched several short-range missiles over the weekend, US officials said, in a show of
defiance against President Biden and his administration that was widely anticipated following joint
US-South Korea military exercises.-WSJ (Where’s John Kerry when you need him?)
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In the commercial real estate sector, companies are building or preparing to break ground on tens of
millions of square feet of temperature-controlled warehouses that can store meat, dairy products,
produce, and other perishables.-WSJ
Disney is testing a new, optional facial-recognition system for people entering its theme parks that
captures an image of a guest’s face and converts it into a unique number, which is then associated
with the form of admission being used for park entry.-USA (No thanks.)
Hitting New York’s businesses and wealthy residents with $7B in new taxes will likely trigger the
worst exodus since the city flirted with bankruptcy in the 1970s, a group of large and small
businesses warned.-NYP (They will try to pull a Sonny from Bronx Tale. “Now youse can’t leave!”
https://bit.ly/3tUPwV7 JoJo burying his belly into the guy is my favorite.)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 CNBC: Robinhood files paperwork to go public https://cnb.cx/3f6K5yd (we know they need the capital)
 Fitt Insider: Will Apple acquire Peloton? http://bit.ly/3tKHZbi (thx Lance)
 Bloomberg Op-Ed: Citigroup bans Friday Zoom calls https://bloom.bg/3lJ3eaK
 The Ringer: Great look at the late, great Elgin Baylor https://bit.ly/3vV7M2w
All charts from The Daily Shot:
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Small caps have been under pressure in recent days.
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The Russell 2000 implied volatility index (RVX) has been rising relative to VIX.
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QQQ (Nasdaq 100 ETF) saw a massive inflow this week.

h/t @cfb_18, @markets

Call options volume is off the highs. (Worth watching as the country reopens.)

Source: @markets Read full article

The increase in forward real rates points to a sharp downward adjustment to the forward P/E ratio.
Either analysts will further boost their earnings expectations (see chart) or prices will have to come
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down.

Source: @jessefelder, @MikaelSarwe Read full article

Here is a look at month-to-date equity factor performance.

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence
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Proposed tax increases will shave 9% off next year’s S&P 500 earnings per share, according to
Goldman.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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New home sales weakened last month primarily due to weather.

a look at some high-frequency indicators.
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• The labor market recovery is picking up momentum.

Source: JP Morgan; @MylesUdland

• Consumer sentiment is strengthening.

Source: Morning Consult Read full article
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• Credit/debit card data point to an acceleration in consumer spending.

Source: JP Morgan; @carlquintanilla
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• Air travel is improving.

Source: Scotiabank Economics

The rally in commodities has stalled.
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Technicals suggest that gold is oversold.
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Source: Longview Economics

Oil sold off on Tuesday.

Workplace visits:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Green cards awarded over time: (Hopefully this bounces back)

Source: @FactTank Read full article
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